Dear Student Data Community:

Please read below for some changes in Banner. These will be fixed in ODS reporting after the May 18th Load All.

**GRAD SCHOOL:**

1. The *description* of the GR college code has been changed from “Graduate School” to “Graduate”
2. The *description* of the Academic School Grouping has been changed from “Interdisciplinary and Special Programs” to “Joint and Special Programs”

**PURDUE IN INDIANAPOLIS:**

3. The *description* of the PIN campus location has been changed to “Indianapolis and W Lafayette”
4. The *description* of undergraduate teach-out programs has been changed to have “IUPUI Plan” inserted in the middle. For example: Biomed Engr – IUPUI Plan – BSE
   - APSC-CACS-TO "Appld Comp Sci-IUPUI Plan-CACS"
   - BME-BSE-TO "Biomed Engr-IUPUI Plan-BSE"
   - CMPE-BSE-TO "Computer Engr-IUPUI Plan-BSE"
   - CS-BA-TO "Computer Science-IUPUI Plan-BA"
   - CS-BS-TO "Computer Science-IUPUI Plan-BS"
   - CS-CERT-TO "Computer Sci-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
   - CS-CRT-TO-OL "Computer Sci-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
   - ECE-BSE-TO "Elect Comp Engr-IUPUI Plan-BSE"
   - EEN-BSE-TO "Energy Engr-IUPUI Plan-BSE"
   - HRMCRT-TO-OL "Hum Rsrce Mgmt-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
   - HRM-CERT-TO "Hum Rsrce Mgmt-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
   - IDE-MSE-TO "Interdisc Engr-IUPUI Plan-BSE"
   - IDIP-CRT-TO "I D Int Prpty-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
   - LDR-CERT-TO "Leadership-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
   - LDRCRT-TO-OL "Leadership-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
   - LNSCRT-TO-OL "Lean Six Sigma-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
   - LNSS-CERT-TO "Lean Six Sigma-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
   - MDC-CERT-TO "Med Dev Cybr-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
   - ME-BSE-TO "Mech Engr-IUPUI Plan-BSE"
   - MSPE-BSE-TO "Mtrsprts Engr-IUPUI Plan-BSMTE"
   - MSPE-CERT-TO "Mtrsprts Engr-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
   - PI-BS-TO-OL "Tech Ldr Innnv-IUPUI Plan-BS"
   - PI-CIL-TO-OL "Tech Ldr Innnv-IUPUI Plan-CIL"
   - PI-CRT-TO-OL "Tech Ldr Innnv-IUPUI Plan-CIT"
   - PI-CRT-TO-OL "Cptr GrphcsTch-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
• PI-CTC-TO-OL "Tch Ldr Innov-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
• PICGT-BS-TO "Cmp Grphcs Tch-IUPUI Plan-BS"
• PICGT-CRT-TO "Cmp Grphcs Tch-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
• PICIT-BS-TO "Comp Info Tech-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
• PICM-AS-TO "Cstrctn Mgmt Tch-IUPUI Plan-AS"
• PICM-BS-TO "Cstrctn Mgmt Tch-IUPUI Plan-BS"
• PICM-CCM-TO "Ctrctn Mgmt Tch-IUPUI Plan-CCM"
• PICM-CERT-TO "Ctrctn Mgmt Tch-IUPUI Plan-CRT"
• PICTC-TO-OL "Technical Comm-IUPUI Plan- CTC"
• PIECET-AS-TO "Elect Engr Tech-IUPUI Plan-AS"
• PIECET-BS-TO "Elect Engr Tech-IUPUI Plan-BS"
• PIMET-BS-TO "Mech Engr Tech-IUPUI Plan-BS"
• PITLI-BS-TO "Tech Ldrshp Innv-IUPUI Plan-BS"
• PITLI-CIL-TO "Tech Ldr Innv-IUPUI Plan-CIL"
• PITLI-CRT-TO "Tech Ldr Innv-IUPUI Plan-CERT"
• PITLI-CTC-TO "Tech Ldr Innv-IUPUI Plan-CTC"